**GARMIN Partner Purchase Program**

Benefits-eligible Washington University employees receive preferred pricing on the following devices:

- vivoki
- vivofit 3
- vivofit3 (B2B)
- vivofit 4
- vivosmart HR+
- vivosmart 3
- vivosmart 4
- vivosport
- vivoactive 3
- vivoactive 3 slate or rose gold
- vivoactive 3 music
- vivomove HR sport
- vivomove HR premium
- vivofit jr.
- vivofit jr 2
- Index scale
- Forerunner 25
- Forerunner 35
- Forerunner 235
- Forerunner 645
- Forerunner 645M
- Forerunner 735XT
- Forerunner 935
- Fenix 5S
- Fenix 5S Plus
- Fenix 5S Sapphire
- Fenix 5S Sapphire Plus
- Fenix 5
- Fenix 5 Plus
- Fenix 5 Sapphire
- Fenix 5x Sapphire
- Fenix 5x Sapphire Plus
- Edge 20
- Edge 25
- Edge 520
- Edge 820
- Edge 1000
- Edge 1030
- Varia Rearview Radar Bundle
- Varia Rearview Radar
- Fenix 5 Sapphire Plus
- Varia Smart Bike Lights Bundle
- Varia Smart Headlight
- Varia Smart Tail Light
- Varia Vision
- Approach S20
- Approach X40
- Approach S60
- Approach S60 Premium
- Instinct

*List is subject to change*

As part of this benefit, you may purchase up to two (2) discounted Garmin products each calendar year.


2. If you have questions regarding a particular product, you can call GARMIN product support at 1-800-800-1020. If you have questions regarding discounted pricing, you can email GARMIN employee purchase support at employee.purchaseorders@garmin.com

3. If you have lost your vivoki and would like to purchase a replacement, GARMIN will sell you a replacement device at the corporate rate of $22.50. Once you make an account with GARMIN, the discount will automatically be reflected for the vivoki.